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Abstract. For-profit social ventures are proliferating. They often communicate social visions, presenting an ideal future where the ventures resolve environmental or societal issues. We study whether social vision communication helps a startup to recruit talent—a fundamental problem for growth. We argue that jobseekers are less likely to apply to ventures communicating a social vision as they perceive reduced career advancement opportunities. We conducted two complementary studies to test our theory. Study 1 enlisted data from a job board for startups to show that ventures communicating a social vision receive 46.3% fewer job applications. Study 2 replicated this finding in a field experiment that further reveals the underlying mechanism: social vision communication limits jobseekers’ perceived career advancement opportunities. Both studies show that higher remuneration can compensate the negative effect of social vision communication. Our findings advance research on purpose-driven organizations, human resources, entrepreneurship, and vision communication to caution entrepreneurs against social vision communication as a recruitment strategy.
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Introduction

A startup’s success depends on the entrepreneur’s ability to recruit talented people who help grow the business (Rauch et al. 2005, Sauermann 2018). The goal of recruitment is to attract a large pool of qualified applicants. This is a critical step because the eventual selection of the right candidate(s) “will only be effective and financially defensible if a sufficient quantity of applicants applies to the organization” (Ployhart 2006, p. 870; Weller et al. 2019). Yet, in the global contest for recruiting talent (Breaugh 2013, Ployhart et al. 2017), startups are disadvantaged as they are virtually unknown to jobseekers and impose demanding work while having limited resources to offer competitive remuneration to jobseekers (Barber et al. 1999, Cardon and Stevens 2004, Burton et al. 2018). As Mollick (2020, p. 49) recently remarked: “In the beginning, a start-up is just words… You need to convince employees to join you on your journey when that journey has barely begun.” Hence, vision communication—messages showcasing the substantive value of what the venture aims to become and attain in the future (Baum and Locke 2004, van Balen et al. 2019)—is likely to play a vital role in luring potential recruits. This might be why we observe an increasing popularity of social vision communication in entrepreneurship practice and research (Bruton et al. 2013, Markman et al. 2016, Branzetti et al. 2018, Lee and Huang 2018). Social vision communication refers to conveying an image of the future where environmental and societal issues are addressed by the venture’s activities (Grant 2008, Dacin et al. 2011, Wry and York 2017). These vision communications advocate the entrepreneurial purpose of “making the world a better place.” Our central question is whether and how a venture’s social vision communication attracts talent.

Although entrepreneurship research has yet to scrutinize the efficacy of social vision communication in recruitment, a rich body of human resource management (HRM) research unanimously advocates socially oriented communications (Turban and Greening 1997, Backhaus et al. 2002, Bhattacharya et al. 2008, Evans and Davis 2011, Burbano 2016, Bohlmann et al. 2018).
Social vision communication, in this view, should induce applicants’ desire for congruence with self and organizational values—that is, value fit (Cable and Judge 1996, Cable and DeRue 2002, Chapman et al. 2005, Kristof-Brown et al. 2005, Edwards and Billsberry 2010). This is because most people value the well-being of others (Schwartz and Bardi 2001, De Dreu and Nauta 2009), deriving pride and meaning from work with organizations that signal care for society and the environment (Highhouse et al. 2007, Jones et al. 2014, Gardenberg et al. 2019, Gartenberg and Serafeim 2022).

Beyond mere value fit, however, recruits may seek startup employment as an opportunity to advance their careers (Bidwell and Mollick 2015). These prospects include equity and financial returns in cases of successful exits, as well autonomy and intellectual challenges that the startup environment supplies (for recent discussions, see Nyström (2021), Sauermann (2018), and Sorenson et al. (2021)). Although social vision communication certainly fosters perceptions of value-fit, it also hurts jobseekers’ perceptions of career advancement opportunities. This is because a social vision communication is perceived as having a longer time horizon, lower venture growth or limited success potential. Ventures communicating a social vision might also be seen as hampering personal ambitions, because a social vision calls for rising above one’s own needs in favor of those of others. This implies the unavailability of commonly expected nonpecuniary learning and growth opportunities. Accordingly, we hypothesize that a jobseeker is less likely to apply to a venture communicating a social vision due to a worsened perception of career advancement opportunities versus a venture not communicating a social vision.

We found empirical support for our hypotheses by merging archival data with a field experiment. First, we tracked jobs posted by 795 startups on Angel.co—a job board platform for startups. We found typical ventures communicating no social vision to receive 8.4 applications on average, whereas those communicating a social vision received 4.5 applications—46.3% fewer applications. Offering a remuneration premium dampened the negative effect of social vision communication. Next, we conducted a field experiment with 102 graduate students seeking jobs to replicate our findings and to uncover mediating mechanisms. We presented jobseekers an actual vacancy in a startup where we manipulated the vision communication. We found that a startup vacancy communicating a social vision had a 22.4% lower probability of attracting a job applicant than a startup vacancy not communicating a social vision. We also unveil the mediating mechanism for this negative effect: jobseekers’ perceived career advancement opportunity—not value fit. We found jobseekers setting a premium of 221 euros on the minimum demanded gross monthly salary (nearly 14% of minimum wage) for considering work at the venture communicating a social vision.

Our study coalesces research on human resource management, purpose-driven organizations, and (social) entrepreneurship to offer several contributions. First, we challenge the growing presumption that social vision communication benefits the overall human capital strategies of established firms (Greening and Turban 2000, Backhaus et al. 2002, Bhattacharya et al. 2008, Evans et al. 2011, Aguinis and Glavas 2012, Burbano 2016). Specifically, our study questions whether these benefits accrue in startup firms. We argue and show that social vision communication may well backfire in entrepreneurial settings. Thereby, we open up new research avenues for the growing literature on boundary conditions shaping purpose-driven organizations (Lee and Huang 2018, Burbano 2021, Ganguli et al. 2021, Abraham and Burbano 2022, Durand and Huysentruyt 2022, Gartenberg and Serafeim 2022).

Second, we contribute to human resource literature (Kristof-Brown et al. 2005, Edwards and Billsberry 2010, Van Vianen 2018) by showing that social vision communication’s impact on the job application decision reaches beyond value fit, as previously assumed (Greening and Turban 2000, Backhaus et al. 2002, Evans and Davis 2011, Burbano 2016). We show that social vision communication by startup ventures impacts application decisions via jobseeker evaluation of the venture as a doorway to career advancement. Third, although a growing body of entrepreneurship research has begun investigating prosocial motivations of entrepreneurs (Guzman et al. 2020, Ganguli et al. 2021), it has still neglected this pressing issue: the struggle to hire talent (Battilana and Dorado 2010, Smith and Besharov 2019). We build theory explaining why social vision communication limits the jobseeker perception of career advancement prospects, thereby limiting the initial applicant pool that a venture attracts. We thus join a burgeoning stream of research on the labor market for startup employment (Sauermann 2018, Nyström 2021, Sorenson et al. 2021) and respond to the call for more research on entrepreneurial resource acquisition beyond that of financial capital (Clough et al. 2019).

## Entrepreneur Vision Communication

Vision communication has been deemed a key tool for entrepreneurs in shaping stakeholder perceptions (Garud et al. 2014, van Balen et al. 2019, Mollick 2020, Wood et al. 2021). It involves conveying imagery of the future of a collective (e.g., technology, employees, customers, industries) (van Knippenberg and Stam 2014, Berson et al. 2015). Although entrepreneurs may have visions they choose not to communicate, stakeholders can make sense of a vision’s content only if it is expressed (Stam et al.
We thus follow prior work and limit our focus to vision communication that informs stakeholders of the substantive value of what a venture aims to become and achieve (Baum et al. 1998, Baum and Locke 2004, van Balen et al. 2019). Vision communication influences what people deem desirable or possible for the venture (Wry et al. 2011, Stam et al. 2014), and this allows entrepreneurs to distinguish their ventures from others (van Werven et al. 2015). For example, Moser et al. (2017) have shown that jobseekers consider a startup with a clear vision as more attractive. Later, van Balen et al. (2019) found that vision communication emphasizing fundamental change in markets and ways of doing business exerts substantial effects on investor decisions to fund ventures.

An increasingly popular form of vision content, one meriting large interest in entrepreneurship research, is the social vision (Dacin et al. 2011, Bruton et al. 2013, Markman et al. 2016, Branzei et al. 2018, Lee and Huang 2018). Popularized by the adage of “making the world a better place,” social vision communication conveys an image of the future where issues salient to environmental and/or societal well-being are tackled by venture activities (Grant 2008, Dacin et al. 2011, Wright et al. 2012, Wry and York 2017). Whereas entrepreneurship research has thus far remained silent about the effects of social vision communication on recruitment, research on human resources has unanimously touted the benefits of socially oriented communications to lure jobseekers, if only for established organizations (Greening and Turban 2000, Backhaus et al. 2002, Bhattacharya et al. 2008, Evans and Davis 2011, Bohlmann et al. 2018). For example, Jones et al. (2014) have found that communication of a firm’s community involvement and environmental practices positively influences jobseeker intentions to apply, and Burbano (2016) has shown that freelancers may accept salary discounts to jobs that communicate corporate social responsibility (CSR). Abraham and Burbano (2022) paint a more nuanced picture: organizational claims about diversity and community involvement garner interest only from female jobseekers when communicated by female leaders. These social communications boost feelings of anticipated pride, meaning, and value fit with the prospective organization (Highhouse et al. 2007, Jones et al. 2014, Gartenberg et al. 2019, Gartenberg and Serafeim 2022). Research has explained this as people often valuing the wellbeing of others (Schwartz and Bardi 2001, De Dreu and Nauta 2009) so that organizations perceived as caring about others become more attractive to jobseekers (Turban and Greening 1997, Cable and Turban 2003). Here, social vision communication is predicted to attract larger pools of applicants, and a heightened sense of value fit has been highlighted as the primary mechanism.

This argument has assumed value fit to be the primary factor affecting jobseekers’ decisions to join a startup. However, others have recognized that jobseekers are also driven by the match between their needs and the potential (non)pecuniary benefits of the job (Cable and DeRue 2002, Chapman et al. 2005, Ployhart 2006, Breaugh 2013, Ployhart et al. 2017). These benefits may include pay, holidays, pension plan plus other fringe benefits and perks, and the nonpecuniary benefits such as autonomy, involvement in key decisions, task variety, learning, and opportunities for promotion (Vroom 1966; Cable and Judge 1994, 1996). For example, Non et al. (2022) recently discovered that, compared with the promotion of CSR and sustainability, graduate students assign more value to a vacancy promoting autonomy, multidisciplinary work, high salary, and job security. Although social vision communication clearly bolsters value fit, prior research has explained only part of the startup recruitment puzzle as it has overlooked jobseeker perception of career advancement opportunities. This lack of clarity limits our understanding of entrepreneurs’ ability to attract talent through vision communication.

This is a critical limitation because human capital is a key source of competitive advantage, growth, and innovation for startups (Rauch et al. 2005, Sauermann 2018). Building human capital starts with the recruitment process, and its goal is to maximize a pool of applicants with sufficient heterogeneity to optimize the odds of high-quality matches between the recruiting organization and the job applicant (Breaugh 2013, Ployhart et al. 2017, Weller et al. 2019). Building and testing theory on the relationship between social vision communication and startup recruitment therefore helps research understand how startups can use vision communications to build human capital. Toward this aim, we first discuss jobseeker motives for joining a startup. We then derive our hypotheses by explaining how social vision communication relates to jobseeker sensemaking.

**Hypothesis Development**

**Why Do Jobseekers Join Startups?**

Although recruitment is tough for any company, convincing talent to apply remains even more challenging for startups (Nyström 2021). First, the information asymmetry between startup and jobseekers is much higher (Stinchcombe 2000). Jobseekers may already have cultural knowledge and image attribution of larger organizations (e.g., “best places to work” rankings released by glassdoor.com), but such information about new ventures is scant. Second, role descriptions at startups are vague and still in development (Williamson 2000). Not only does this make the communication of realistic job previews not feasible for startups, thus hurting legitimacy, it also signals to potential employees the expectation of performing beyond their roles and usual office hours (Cardon and Stevens 2004). Third, startups lack the size and resources to offer the compensation and

These downsides of startup employment notwithstanding, a considerable portion of the labor market considers a startup job as a viable career (Barber et al. 1999, Ouimet and Zarutskie 2014, Sauermann 2018). Jobseekers self-select into this labor segment (Agarwal and Ohyama 2013, Van Vianen 2018) for the career advancement opportunities that startup employment may offer. Prospects include extraordinary financial returns, growth, and prestige, as well as autonomy, intellectual challenge and learning (for recent discussions, see Elfenbein et al. 2010, Roach and Sauermann 2015, Sauermann 2018, Nyström 2021, Sorenson et al. 2021). Startup employment could offer huge financial returns especially when the startup becomes an extraordinary success, which presumably offsets any early income risks. Also, recruits may strive to experience relatively lofty hierarchical levels and decision-making authority. Thereby, they can develop a broader set of abilities and experiences than in established organizations, helping them to survey potential future roles and strengthen their resumé. Startup employment allows testing their own entrepreneurial ambitions by observing what it truly means to start and run a business. The fact that startup employees tend to move on after approximately two years (Waddoups 2007, Parker 2009) demonstrates that the startup job serves as a steppingstone for career advancement (Bidwell and Briscoe 2010, Briggs et al. 2012, Bidwell and Mollick 2015).

Social Vision Communication and Employment Decisions

Social vision communication is likely to heighten perceived value fit—the automatic, near-universal, hard-wired similarity assessment between a jobseeker’s and an organization’s value systems (Van Vianen 2018)—under the prevalence of prosocial values (Schwartz and Bardi 2001, De Dreu and Nauta 2009). However, such factors influencing jobseekers’ attraction and intentions do not always materialize in actual job application decisions (Aiman-Smith et al. 2001, Cunningham 2009). This is because jobseekers also actively make sense of how an organization can facilitate their own desired career advancement ambitions (Beach 1993, Savickas 2020).

We argue that a startup’s social vision communication negatively relates to jobseeker perceptions of the venture as an opportunity for career advancement, impairing subsequent likelihood of applying to a respective position. First, startups offer equity to their inaugural employees to offset low initial pay, job insecurity, the extra work and lack of conventional benefits. In terms of career advancement, stronger earnings trajectories and equity returns materialize when the venture proves a major success. Here, social vision communication negatively impacts application decisions because jobseekers perceive the venture as underperforming key financial expectations. Social aims are often linked to lower for-profit business viability for ventures (Moizer and Tracey 2010). Indeed, grand environmental and societal challenges are extremely hard to solve, requiring a longer-term perspective (Agarwal et al. 2021), thus hurting any expectations of short-term success. Social entrepreneurs appear unwilling to compromise long-term social goals in favor of short-term business wins and financial imperatives (Bacq and Lumpkin 2014), thus being characterized by greater risk aversion and inability to overcome resource limitations (Weerawarana and Mort 2006). The long-term and daunting nature of societal and environmental issues may be perceived as undermining a venture’s operational and business viability. Therefore, jobseekers may perceive impaired odds for successful exit or extraordinary venture growth.

Second, startup employment also intrigues applicants with enticing avenues for long-term career achievement, power, and prestige later in life. For example, Susan Wojcicki (former chief executive officer (CEO) of YouTube), Omid Kordestani (former executive chairman of Twitter), and Melissa Mayer (former CEO of Yahoo) have often been lauded as Google’s employee number 9, 11, and 20, respectively. However, social vision communication calls for transcending one’s own needs in favor of others. Jobseekers at startups may thus associate this messaging with more altruistic and compassionate motivations (Tan et al. 2005). While desirable traits, these also create a perception that a particular degree of self-sacrifice is required to achieve the venture’s vision. This signals that effort and resources are largely allocated in the service of collective gain rather than toward the individual (Miller et al. 2012). In terms of career advancement, this focus on the collective limits perception that a venture will allow much room for personal strivings (e.g., the pursuit of ambitions, career development, and financial growth).

Third, the startup environment appeals to applicants because of the relatively high autonomy, responsibility, task variety, flexibility, and intellectual challenge it may offer. These job features are vital to startup jobseekers pursuing personal growth and learning (Roach and Sauermann 2015, Nyström 2021, Sorenson et al. 2021). Social vision communication, however, explicitly highlights that a startup’s reason for existence is its aim to address grand societal challenges. This communication signals to jobseekers that the entrepreneurs of the startup may be “committed activists” (Wright et al. 2012) unwavering in the venture’s strategic direction. Solving grand societal challenges requires a long-term systemic approach, unrelenting drive, and strong tenacity from the people tackling them. A jobseeker may anticipate that the entrepreneur transfers such expectations to employees of the startup as well. These expectations
damage a jobseeker’s perception of autonomy and variety in daily work, responsibility for strategic direction and achievement of the venture, and overall flexibility in the work environment (Lumpkin et al. 2013). In turn, this hurts a venture’s career advancement potential for jobseekers aiming to use startup employment toward enhancing their résumé, moving early into management levels, or attaining skills and know-how crucial in starting their own businesses.

Overall, we argue that social vision communication limits jobseekers’ future outlooks on career advancement opportunities owing to limited returns on their employment investment and realization of personal ambitions on the one hand, and desired job characteristics on the other. Thus, a venture’s social vision communication relates negatively to jobseeker decisions so that fewer jobseekers apply. As a result, we hypothesize the following.

**Hypothesis 1.** A venture communicating a social vision is likely to receive fewer applications than a venture that does not.

### Compensating Impaired Career Advancement Opportunities

Pay is one of the most important factors in job application decisions (Cable and Judge 1994, Chapman et al. 2005, Burbano 2016, Non et al. 2022). Jobseekers may set premiums or discounts to the minimum remuneration demanded, which quantify the perceived match between the applicant’s needs and the vacancy’s ability to meet them. Even in the startup setting where initial salary may be less and its growth not guaranteed over time (Fackler et al. 2021, Sorensen et al. 2021), remuneration demands reflect the utility jobseekers perceive from the presented vacancies (Stern 2004, Larkin et al. 2012).

We argue that jobseekers in the startup context derive less utility from vacancies where a venture communicates a social vision, as reflected by our arguments in Hypothesis 1: Jobseekers perceive a mismatch between what is conventionally desired of startup employment and what the startup is expected to supply in terms of career advancement opportunities. Specifically, social vision communication negatively influences future outlooks on steep earnings trajectories, individual ambitions, and personal growth and learning.

As a result, a potential recruit is likely to impose a pay premium for working at a startup that communicates a social vision to compensate foregone opportunities. For example, higher salary requirements reflect a lower potential for extraordinary returns due to a worsened outlook on venture risk-taking and growth. Moreover, social vision communication is associated with faltering business survival due to complexity in managing both for-profit and social aims. These concerns trigger higher pay demands to compensate any perceived job insecurity. Hence, we hypothesize the following.

**Hypothesis 2.** Jobseekers demand higher pay in response to startup social vision communication.

### Overview of the Studies

We investigated the relationship between social vision communication and startup recruitment in two complementary studies. Study 1 used archival data from AngelList Talent (Angel.co)—a worldwide online platform dedicated to recruitment for startups. This study empirically tested whether social vision communication relates with the number of applicants received (i.e., Hypothesis 1) and provides evidence for the relation between social vision communication and the pay level (i.e., Hypothesis 2). We next conducted a randomized field experiment with a real vacancy aimed at a cohort of job seeking business school grads. Study 2 allowed us to replicate the findings of Study 1 (Hypotheses 1 and 2) in a randomized control setting and investigate underlying mechanisms (i.e., perceived career advancement opportunities).

### Study 1: Startups and Job Applicants on Angel.co

#### Sample

We collected data on job vacancies and applications from the AngelList Talent platform (https://www.angel.co): a platform for startups to post jobs and recruit talent. Angel.co is part of angellist.com3 geared to help startups raise money, build their teams, and launch their products. AngelList Talent is the self-claimed largest startup community in the world, arguably a renowned player in the field where both startups and jobseekers are likely to post and search on the platform, respectively. The platform offers a wide variety of vacancy postings from full-stack programming, data science, and engineering to business development, office support, and C-level management positions. Applicants can search for and apply to vacancies directly via the platform.

We downloaded all “Startup jobs” each day over a period of 86 days (January 18, 2019–April 13, 2019). We limited our sample to North American startups employing 50 or less (United States and Canada). This yielded 7,954 startups posting vacancies within that timeframe, including those posting jobs over the entire timeframe. To facilitate a manual coding process of vision statements, we randomly selected a sample of 1,200 ventures from the entire set. Because data from the AngelList Talent platform did not have information on a venture’s age, sector, or investment stage, we collected data on these variables from Crunchbase.com, which is a high-quality database of venture and funding information for both investment practice and academic research (den Besten 2020, Retterath and Braun 2020). After eliminating ventures with missing values,4 our final sample comprised 795 startups.
Measures

**Dependent Variable.** Angel.co reported the *Number of applications* each week per startup, which we assigned as the dependent variable. Because startups with postings on the platform for extended periods tend to yield more applications, we averaged the number of applications over the days each venture had job postings in our timeframe.

**Independent Variables.** To measure *social vision communication*, we coded the statements of each startup displayed on the Angel.co website. Those webpages featured three sections communicating their organization and vacancies: why us, the product, and the technology. We used all three sections to code a venture’s overall vision communication, coded by two graduate assistants blind to our hypotheses. After initial instruction meetings and resolution of disagreements during a trial set of vision statements, the assistants proceeded to code in isolation and ceased any further contact.

Social vision communication emphasizes the wellbeing of other living creatures (physical, socio-economical, or psychological), both human and animal, as well as concern for nature and the environment (Grant 2008, Dacin et al. 2011, Wright et al. 2012, Wry and York 2017, Lee and Huang 2018). Communicating a social vision also embodies an idealized future—the substantive value of what the venture aims to become and achieve in the future (Baum and Locke 2004, van Balen et al. 2019). Accordingly, coders rated venture statements (one = yes, zero otherwise) for two items: (1) “clearly expresses concern for the well-being of other living creatures, both human and animal, and/or for nature and the environment,” that is, raising a social and/or environmental concern (Cohen’s kappa = 0.71, p < 0.001), and (2) “paints an ideal future without the implied social problem” (Cohen’s kappa = 0.52, p < 0.001).

For both items, the coders were instructed to rate a statement as social only when the venture’s activities appeared central in addressing the issue. To facilitate this interpretation, we asked the coders to also rate the counterfactual: whether the venture’s communication signaled social impact *unrelated* to its business activities, such as donating money to a good cause or allowing employees to spend time helping in the community. For example, the startup Double Gemini states, “Making the world a better place is important to us. That’s why every quarter, we deliver a selection of our services pro bono to a charity chosen by one of our team. The way we see it, if there are companies out there doing good for the world, we can help them get there faster.” This occurred in only nine of the statements in our sample and only twice for startups assessed as having a high social vision.

Both coders yielded good agreement across items per vision statement (mean *Rwg* = 0.90) and displayed sufficient agreement and reliability in the calculated social vision communication measure (mean *ICC2k* = 0.84, *F*(1190,1184) = 6.25, p < 0.001). Consequently, we averaged the scores of the two coders for each item. Results averaging were then summed for a total social vision communication score per statement. For comparative interpretation, we standardized the social vision communication variable and our communication-related control variables via *z*-score transformation. The online appendix features our coding instructions, tabulated examples of coded venture statements, and additional validity assessments of our measure.

**Remuneration** is a key factor that jobseekers consider in a listed vacancy (Cable and Judge 1994, Breach 2013). The AngelList Talent data, unfortunately, do not include information on jobseeker pay demands featured in Hypothesis 2, only remuneration offers by prospective employers. Still, we examined the interaction between the remuneration and social vision communication variables in our model as an initial test of Hypothesis 2 implying premium pay as dampening the negative effects of social vision communication. We test this hypothesis more directly in Study 2.

Startups lack the resources to offer competitive salaries (Cardon and Stevens 2004, Burton et al. 2018). Thus, vacancies often include equity (e.g., stock options) next to salary. Jobseekers tend to evaluate both in a total remuneration package. Hence, we combine the two to create one remuneration variable. Because salary is in thousand U.S. dollars and equity is denoted in percentages, we created the *Remuneration* variable by summing the *z*-scores of average *Salary* and *Equity* offered across job posts per venture within the timeframe.

**Control Variables.** Based on prior literature, we identified three sets of variables that control for the traits of the communication of the venture’s statement, the company itself, and its posted vacancies.

We controlled for *Disruptive vision communication*. Recent research has shown disruptive vision as raising hopes of a venture’s future success (Kanze and Iyengar 2017, van Balen et al. 2019). Prior research (van Balen et al. 2019, Piazza et al. 2023), we identified disruptive vision communication under three elements signaling (one = yes, zero otherwise) whether a vision statement: (i) “promotes drastic [or fundamental] change in the future” (Cohen’s kappa = 0.77, p < 0.001), (ii) “features a future that contrasts with the status quo” (Cohen’s kappa = 0.77, p < 0.001), or (iii) “includes ideas, plans or other evidence of achieving conventional market objectives in a completely different manner” (Cohen’s kappa = 0.75, p < 0.001). Both coders presented adequate agreement across items per vision statement (mean *Rwg* = 0.84) and displayed good agreement and reliability in the calculated disruptive vision communication measure (mean *ICC2k* = 0.92, *F*(1190,217) = 12.50, p < 0.001).
We averaged the scores of the two coders for each item and then summed these means to calculate a disruptive vision communication score per statement.

An important associated element of vision communication is the level of Imagery in the syntax. Messages high in imagery can create more vivid pictures of what is communicated (Carton et al. 2014). To isolate the effect of vision communication beyond imagery, we controlled for the average level of imagery in words that venture statements expressed. We used the Toronto Word Pool to rate words on degrees of imagery using a one-to-seven scale (Friendly et al. 1982). Imagery scores were then averaged as reflecting the words in a venture’s vision statement. In a few instances, ventures created a job post before providing any information about the startup. These ventures may have proven less convincing to jobseekers. Hence, we controlled for whether (one) or not (zero) they had a Missing statement during any of the days in our timeframe while posting a job on the platform.

We also included controls about the venture. Naturally, ventures with more vacancy posts have a higher chance of receiving more applications. We controlled for the average Number of vacancies posted per venture in the prior week. This measure was constructed by first averaging the number of vacancies the startup had posted the week before the specific day of recording our dependent variable. Next, this measure for each company was averaged over the timeframe.

Furthermore, we controlled for job-post timing effects regarding the venture’s ability to attract talent. On one hand, some ventures may have had less time to attract talent, whereas others that posted within the timeframe may have received an initial spike in applications, as these tend to trace a long-tail distribution over time (Faberman and Kudlyak 2016). We controlled for Started posting in (the) timeframe (one = yes), denoting startups listed in our data set with one or more jobs after day 3 in our data collection timeframe.

Next, startup size and age may also affect the number of applicants attracted. Although larger, older ventures may have better resources to lure jobseekers (e.g., benefits, security, facilities), it is conceivable that recruits actively apply through Angel.co by self-selecting on their ambitions to be part of a young and small startup. We controlled for Venture size by assigning a dummy variable indicating a venture (zero) having 1–10 employees versus (one) that staffing 11–50. We controlled for Venture age in years as listed on Crunchbase.com. Average venture age for our sample is 4.64 years old (standard deviation (SD) = 3.79). Our models also controlled for Number of Founders as larger founding teams might tap broader networks to attract talent.

Furthermore, startups that progress rapidly through funding stages may also have better resources to attract talent. We controlled for the Funding stage of ventures as of the final day of our data collection timeframe, retrieving these data from Crunchbase.com. We assigned dummy variables for Preseed (95), Seed (245), Series A plus (135), Debt financing (6), and Series unknown (27). As a baseline, 287 ventures had not yet received any funding from professional investors in our datasets. We also controlled for North American regions where a startup ran offices as disclosed by the AngelList Talent data. Certain regions in the North America may prove more attractive than others, and a company with offices in many regions may merit favor from a wider range of applicants. Regions in our data set included Northeast (265 startups), Midwest (106), South (120), West (400), and Canada (77). Because some ventures may have listed multiple locations, companies per region total more than 795. We included dummies for these regions in our models. Likewise, different industry sectors feature different employment needs, growth trajectories, and labor markets, leading us to include Sector dummies obtained from Crunchbase.com. The online appendix provides more details on these sector dummies.

Last, we controlled for vacancy-related characteristics. First, we included dummy controls for several job types because these may draw on different sized pools of available applicants. We included a dummy variable that indicates whether (one) or not (zero) the venture had one or more Cofounder vacancies. Although a venture may have listed multiple jobs beyond the search for a single cofounder, we created this dummy to avoid multicollinearity with the number of vacancies variable. Furthermore, we coded job types through the R-package called LabourR (Kouretsis et al. 2020). We included dummies for the following categories: Managers, Professionals, and Technicians. Remaining job types were grouped under Others and served as our baseline (see online appendix for more details).

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the variables in our models. The online appendix includes more details and the nontruncated correlation table.

**Analytical Approach**

Our dependent variable is an averaged count variable that proved right-skewed (skewness = 3.33) with a kurtosis of 20.40. We determined that it most closely followed a gamma distribution using the “descdist” function from the R-package “fitdistrplus” (Delignette-Muller and Dutang 2015). We thus enlisted a generalized linear model under gamma distribution with log-link transformation to analyze our data.

**Results**

Model 1 in Table 2 applied only job-level controls. Results show that vacancies for managers (β = 0.66, standard error (SE) = 0.09, p < 0.001), professionals (β = 0.69, SE = 0.15, p < 0.001), and technicians (β = 0.45, SE = 0.12,
$p < 0.001$) drew more applications versus other job types (i.e., clerical support workers, plant and machine operators, craft and related trades workers).

Model 2 in Table 2 also controlled for venture-level variables. Model fit increased significantly between Models 1 and 2 ($\chi^2 = 215.15, df = 30, p < 0.001$). We observe ventures with a higher number of vacancies ($\beta = 0.19, SE = 0.02, p < 0.001$) that began posting within our timeframe ($\beta = 0.42, SE = 0.11, p < 0.001$) and those reporting more founders on the platform ($\beta = 0.13, SE = 0.03, p < 0.001$) had received more applications. We further note that startups with offices in Canada ($\beta = 0.40, SE = 0.14, p = 0.01$), northeastern United States ($\beta = 0.28, SE = 0.09, p < 0.01$), and western United States ($\beta = 0.24, SE = 0.09, p = 0.01$) are associated with more applications, whereas older ones ($\beta = -0.04, SE = 0.01, p < 0.001$) and those in Series A funding stage or higher ($\beta = -0.40, SE = 0.11, p < 0.001$) are associated with fewer applications.

Model 4 in Table 2 presents our test for Hypothesis 1. Including the social vision communication variable enhanced model fit significantly ($\chi^2 = 13.08, df = 1, p < 0.001$). Results show communication of a social vision to negatively relate to the number of applications that startups received on the platform during the timeframe ($\beta = -0.13, SE = 0.03, p < 0.001$). Based on the model coefficient, a one-standard-deviation rise in social vision communication correlates with attracting 12.2% fewer applications. The post hoc calculated average marginal effect shows that a one standard deviation increase in social vision communication reduces the number of applications by 1.37 ($\beta = -1.37, SE = 0.38, p < 0.001$). To further investigate the effect size, we used Model 4 from Table 2 to predict the number of applications typically received. Predictions indicate that a venture communicating no social vision attracts 8.4 applications, whereas one that communicates a social vision receives only 4.5 applications—46.3% fewer applications.

The data in Study 1 feature remuneration offered by the posting employer. This information provides indirect evidence for Hypothesis 2, which proposes that social vision communication should induce applicants to set a salary premium, but thereby implies that higher remuneration should counter the negative effect of social vision communication. Model 5 in Table 2 reports a statistically significant interaction between social vision communication and remuneration ($\beta = 0.07, SE = 0.02, p < 0.01$). Figure 1 visualizes this interaction on the original scale of our dependent variable, showing that social vision communication associates less negatively with the number of applications when a startup offers higher remuneration.

To facilitate interpretation of interaction terms in nonlinear models, we calculated the average marginal effect of social vision communication conditional on remuneration per the dependent variable’s original scaling. We
Table 2. Regression Results of Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>1.31**</td>
<td>0.96***</td>
<td>0.99***</td>
<td>0.97***</td>
<td>0.99***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social vision communication (SVC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remuneration</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVC × Remuneration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruptive vision communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing statement</td>
<td>−0.30*</td>
<td>−0.38*</td>
<td>−0.39*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of vacancies</td>
<td>0.19***</td>
<td>0.19***</td>
<td>0.20***</td>
<td>0.20***</td>
<td>0.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Started posting in timeframe</td>
<td>0.42***</td>
<td>0.43***</td>
<td>0.44***</td>
<td>0.46***</td>
<td>0.46***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venture size</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venture age</td>
<td>−0.04***</td>
<td>−0.05***</td>
<td>−0.05***</td>
<td>−0.05***</td>
<td>−0.05***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of founders</td>
<td>0.13***</td>
<td>0.12***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office region controls</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding stage controls</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector controls</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cofounder</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.75*</td>
<td>0.76**</td>
<td>0.86**</td>
<td>0.56*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.31)</td>
<td>(0.29)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
<td>(0.32)</td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managers</td>
<td>0.66***</td>
<td>0.38***</td>
<td>0.38***</td>
<td>0.39***</td>
<td>0.39***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionals</td>
<td>0.69***</td>
<td>0.34*</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technicians</td>
<td>0.45***</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>5149.64</td>
<td>4994.49</td>
<td>4998.41</td>
<td>4987.33</td>
<td>4982.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>(37)</td>
<td>(40)</td>
<td>(41)</td>
<td>(42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood (df)</td>
<td>−2,568.82***</td>
<td>−2,461.25***</td>
<td>−2,460.21***</td>
<td>−2,453.66***</td>
<td>−2,450.36***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>(37)</td>
<td>(40)</td>
<td>(41)</td>
<td>(42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood ratio test against competing models (df)</td>
<td>215.15***</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>13.08***</td>
<td>6.62*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(30)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Standard errors are in parentheses. We present heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors.

*p < 0.10; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

observed the marginal effect of social vision to be negative and significantly different from zero for startups offering average remuneration (β = −1.11, SE = 0.31, p < 0.001) or one standard deviation below (β = −1.84, SE = 0.44, p < 0.001), but not for ventures offering one standard deviation above average (β = −0.34, SE = 0.37, p = 0.36). Furthermore, we tested second-order differences in average marginal effects to determine whether differences between the marginal effects prove significant (Mize 2019). Results indicate all differences between the conditional average marginal effects to significantly differ from each other. The smallest difference is between the marginal effects at the mean remuneration and at one standard deviation below that mean (β = −0.73, SE = 0.27, p < 0.01; see Table S4.2 and Figure S4 in the online appendix).

To unpack the role of equity and salary dimensions of remuneration, we ran a version of Model 5 from Table 2 that included the moderation between social vision communication and salary and social vision communication and equity, instead of remuneration. The results in Figure S5a and Table S5.1 of the online appendix show that equity (β = 0.06, SE = 0.01, p < 0.001) and not salary (β = 0.01, SE = 0.01, p = 0.58) is driving the result of remuneration. Nonetheless, an analysis on the subset of ventures that do not offer any equity (n = 235) provides marginal evidence that higher salary offers also reduce the negative effect of social vision communication in the
Figure 1. Interaction Plot of Social Vision Communication and Remuneration in Study 1

absence of equity ($\beta = 0.04$, SE = 0.02, $p = 0.06$; see Figure S5b and Table 5.2 in the online appendix).

Robustness Analysis

In our final sample, 23.52% of ventures communicated a social vision. Given the recent rise in ventures communicating a social vision, such ventures may be younger, and thus smaller with limited vacancies, lower variation in job types, and number of locations throughout North America. Here, the communication of a social vision may well correlate with particular characteristics that potentially confound the comparison of ventures that communicate a social vision versus those that do not. To check robustness of our analyses, we conducted coarsened exact matching to estimate the average marginal effect of social vision communication on the number of job applications. We used 1:1 matching without replacement on the variables Number of vacancies, Started posting within timeframe, Company size, Investment type, Venture age, and Sector. Through this process, 69 ventures that communicated a social vision were paired with an equal number of ventures not doing so, yielding a total matched sample of 138 ventures. Here, 657 of 795 ventures were thus excluded.

To estimate the conditional effect of social vision communication, we replicated regression analysis per our main analyses of Models 4 and 5 in Table 2. We applied full matching weights in the estimation and report cluster-robust standard errors using matching-stratum membership as the clustering variable. Estimated effect of social vision communication ($\beta = -0.14$, SE = 0.05, $p < 0.01$) and its interaction with remuneration ($\beta = 0.12$, SE = 0.04, $p < 0.01$) remained qualitatively similar to our main analyses in Models 4 and 5, respectively, thus affirming the robustness of our results.

Finally, we confirmed that our primary findings were robust to using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression on the untransformed dependent variable and log-linear regression on the log-transformed dependent variable. Results remain similar for social vision communication in Model 4 (OLS: $\beta = -1.26$, SE = 0.33, $p < 0.001$; log-linear: $\beta = -0.09$, SE = 0.04, $p = 0.02$) and the interaction with remuneration in Model 5 (OLS: $\beta = 0.45$, SE = 0.24, $p = 0.07$; log-linear: $\beta = 0.07$, SE = 0.03, $p = 0.02$).

Study 1 Discussion

In Study 1, we found that a venture communicating a social vision is associated with receiving fewer applications, which can be offset by offering a larger remuneration package. Our data set for this study was obtained from a unique empirical setting that provided observations directly relevant for both business practitioners and researchers studying venture recruitment practices. Importantly, Angel.co is (to the best of our knowledge) one of the few, if not the only, worldwide recruitment platform dedicated to startups, thereby offering high ecological validity to our findings. However, Study 1 has three limitations. One, the generalizability might be limited, as the data come from a single online platform in North America. Second is the cross-sectional nature of these archival data, providing only associative evidence as to the impact of social vision communication on application decisions. Three, the study lacks the data to ascertain the underlying perceptions in jobseeker sensemaking. To address these limitations, we replicated our findings in a controlled randomized field experiment on job seeking business students in Europe.

Study 2: Field Experiment with Student Jobseekers Participants

The focal unit of Study 2 comprises young, highly educated, potential recruits. We obtained names and contact details for all 619 students graduating a public business school in the Netherlands. Our focus on business students is consistent with prior research on social ventures. Businesspeople (e.g., analysts, data scientists, business developers, managers) are essential for organizing growth in early-stage ventures. However, as the literature suggests, ventures communicating a social vision have struggled retaining people with a business focus (Smith et al. 2013). Our aim is to ascertain whether they also struggle to convince these jobseekers to initially apply.

We contacted students in the spring term of their final year when most begin actively hunting for jobs that start after summer break. We sent an introductory email to each student’s university address to invite participation in our research on student job decisions and placement options. We offered in return for their
participation the opportunity to apply for a unique, genuine job opportunity, along with a comparison of their job preferences and interests versus participant averages. Over 200 students (n = 217) proceeded to click the link to an introductory page further detailing the survey. This web page informed participants that we would ask them about their job preferences, status, and an employment decision about the venture to be presented. Thirty-seven respondents opted not to give their informed consent. We discarded respondents who indicated they were not looking for a job or planning to stay in the Netherlands. The remaining 123 students actively seeking employment could provide their contact details and/or apply for the job at the survey’s end by uploading their résumé to a secure drive.

After eliminating participants who did not fully finish the survey or failed the attention checks, our final sample comprised 102 participants: 57% male, averaging 23.62 years old (SD = 1.59), with 53% being of Dutch nationality, 10% of western European nationality, 17% from other European countries (i.e., eastern and southern Europe), and 20% non-European.8

### Design

We recruited one startup through the university’s entrepreneurship center to supply a genuine vacancy for a starter position in business consulting, analytics, and operations research. We selected this venture because its vacancy matched the skills and interests of our business school graduates. We next crafted a two (low versus high social vision communication) × two (low versus high disruptive vision communication) randomized between-subjects experiment.9 Each condition was based on one job posting while keeping its description and requirements as similar as possible to the original. However, we manipulated the venture’s vision statement over the test conditions (see online appendix). We retrieved the original vision statement from the venture for further editing to achieve our purposes. Last, we anonymized the name of the venture to avoid having participants search for the company online during their participation in the experiment.

### Measures

#### Dependent Variables

Our dependent variables aimed toward assessing the effects of the venture’s vision communication on a jobseeker’s actual application decision and proposal of a minimum salary. First, we included Application decision as a dummy variable in our models where one signals student submission of an email address or uploaded résumé, and zero otherwise.

Second, we operationalized salary demands by asking each participant to indicate the Minimum demanded salary (gross per month in euros) that the venture would have to offer for serious consideration in joining the venture (Cable and Turban 2003, Burbano 2016). This question was answered using a slider scale ranging 1,578 euros (Dutch legal minimum wage at the time of the study) to 10,000 euros.

#### Independent Variables

Identical to Study 1, our core manipulation pertained to the communication of a social vision. Study 1 controlled for communication of disruptive visions as a common alternative way for ventures to present themselves. To control for the potential effect of a type of non-social vision, we included the communication of a disruptive vision in our experimental design. We assigned dummy variables for Social versus Disruptive vision communication in our analyses and tested the interaction between these dummies as a control. For the social (disruptive) vision variable, one denotes survey participants exposed to a high social (disruptive) vision communication condition, and zero otherwise.

We measured perceived Opportunity for career advancement using four items adapted from Jarvenpaa and Staples (2001). Respondents were asked to indicate to what extent they agreed with the following four items on a five-point Likert scale (one = strongly disagree, five = strongly agree): “The job at this venture provides opportunity for my advancement and achievement,” “This venture is a prestigious organization to work for,” “In the job at the venture, my individual search for excellence has a top priority,” and “My pursuit of individual power is acceptable in the job at the venture” (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.69).

#### Control Variables

We controlled for various characteristics of the participants and their perceptions of the presented startup. First, to ascertain that perceived career advancement opportunity is the primary driver of application decisions above and beyond value fit, we controlled for perceived Value fit of participants with the featured startup. We measured value fit using three items adapted from Cable and DeRue (2002) on a five-point Likert-scale (one = strongly disagree, five = strongly agree): “The venture’s values and goals provide a good fit with the things that I value in life,” “The things that I value in life are very similar to the things that the venture values,” and “My personal values match the venture’s values and goals” (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.92). In the Results section, we discuss our investigation of value fit as an alternative mediating mechanism.

Not all jobseekers perceive themselves equally capable of fulfilling specific job requirements. Hence, we controlled for Skill fit regarding perceived alignment between jobseeker skills with the job demands (Cable and DeRue 2002). We adapted three items from Spreitzer (1995) on a five-point Likert-scale (one = strongly disagree, five = strongly agree): “I am confident about my ability to do the job presented by the venture,” “I am self-assured about my capabilities to perform the work activities required by the venture,” and “I have
mastered the skills necessary for a job at the venture” (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.89).

We also controlled for respondent Gender, Age, and Nationality. For nationality, we categorized respondents as either Dutch, western European, rest of Europe (mainly including eastern and southern European countries), or non-European. Last, our model estimating minimum demanded salary included a subject’s expectation of the salary a venture will pay for the job as a control variable: Expected salary. This measurement scale was identical to that for the minimum demanded salary variable. Table 3 displays descriptive statistics for Study 2.

### Results

**Descriptive Statistics.** Fifty-five percent of respondents provided their contact information or applied for the vacancy. Participants, on average, indicated that for 2,876.28 euros (SD = 607.59) in minimum gross monthly salary they would seriously consider the vacancy, while expecting the venture to pay 2,669.55 euros (SD = 442.52) gross monthly, on average. In the online appendix, we tabulate detailed descriptive statistics for all variables in our models.

**Manipulation Checks.** To assess the manipulation of social vision communication, we asked subjects to rate on a five-point Likert scale (strongly disagree—strongly agree) agreement level with this: “In the job advertisement, the venture expresses concern for the future of the natural environment, societal issues and human well-being.” Analysis under one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed strong, significant differences between conditions ($F(3, 98) = 44.70, p < 0.001$). Post hoc contrast analysis revealed significant mean differences between all conditions involving a social vision versus those conditions not. The lowest mean difference of significance arose for the “social $\times$ disruptive” versus “no vision” communication conditions (mean difference = −1.71, SE = 0.24, $p < 0.001$; Tukey adjusted).

To assess the effectiveness of our disruptive vision communication manipulation, we asked participants to answer on a five-point Likert scale (strongly disagree—strongly agree) how much they agreed with the statement: “In the job advertisement, the venture claims it aims to disrupt the market of supply chain analytics.” One-way ANOVA showed strong, significant differences between conditions on this query ($F(3, 98) = 7.50, p < 0.001$). Post hoc contrast analysis indicated significant mean differences between all conditions involving a disruptive vision versus those conditions not. The lowest mean difference of significance emerged for the social versus social $\times$ disruptive vision communication conditions (mean difference = 0.89, SE = 0.27, $p < 0.01$; Tukey adjusted).

**Hypothesis Testing.** Table 4 shows the results of our analyses for Study 2. Model 4 regresses the talent application decision against our control variables. In line with prior research (Cable and Judge 1996, Jones et al. 2014), jobseekers who perceived value fit with the venture ($\beta = 1.01$, SE = 0.43, $p = 0.03$) were more likely to either provide their contact details or submit their CVs. We further note that older jobseekers ($\beta = 0.73$, SE = 0.24, $p < 0.01$) and those from non-Dutch, nonwestern European countries were more likely to apply ($\beta = 3.33$, SE = 1.16, $p < 0.01$) versus Dutch students. We ran a Wald test to assess the overall effect of Nationality and found it significant ($F = 2.91, df = 3, p = 0.04$).

Model 5 replicates the results for Hypothesis 1 observed in Study 1. Study 1 found that ventures communicating a fully social vision attracted 46.3% fewer applicants. Again, we see jobseekers less likely to apply

---

Table 3. Pearson Correlations of Study 2

| Variable name | Mean | SD  | 1   | 2   | 3   | 4   | 5   | 6   | 7   | 8   | 9   | 10  |
|---------------|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1. Application decision (1 = Yes) | 0.55 | 0.50 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 2. Minimum demanded salary$^a$ | 2.88 | 0.61 | −0.21 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 3. Social vision communication (dummy) | 0.58 | 0.50 | −0.22 | 0.13 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 4. Disruptive vision communication (dummy) | 0.48 | 0.50 | −0.04 | −0.16 | 0.07 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 5. Opportunity for career advancement | 3.29 | 0.65 | 0.38 | −0.33 | −0.08 | 0.13 |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 6. Value fit | 3.56 | 0.79 | 0.37 | −0.12 | 0.21 | 0.06 | 0.38 |     |     |     |     |     |
| 7. Skill-fit | 3.71 | 0.75 | 0.29 | 0.28 | 0.10 | −0.08 | 0.25 | 0.40 |     |     |     |     |
| 8. Age | 23.62 | 1.59 | 0.33 | 0.15 | −0.18 | −0.10 | −0.04 | 0.09 | 0.26 |     |     |     |
| 9. Gender (1 = Male) | 0.57 | 0.50 | 0.05 | 0.06 | −0.10 | 0.01 | −0.15 | −0.15 | 0.02 | 0.03 |     |     |
| 10. Expected salary$^a$ | 2.67 | 0.44 | 0.00 | 0.51 | 0.07 | −0.01 | 0.08 | 0.16 | 0.25 | 0.10 | −0.18 |     |
| 11. Nationality Dutch$^b$ | 0.53 | 0.50 | −0.38 | −0.01 | 0.03 | −0.12 | −0.07 | −0.34 | −0.19 | −0.30 | 0.09 | −0.18 |
| 12. Nationality Western European | 0.10 | 0.30 | 0.03 | 0.45 | −0.12 | −0.12 | −0.25 | 0.03 | 0.14 | 0.20 | 0.09 | 0.12 |
| 13. Nationality Rest Europe | 0.17 | 0.37 | 0.35 | −0.33 | −0.04 | 0.15 | 0.14 | 0.27 | −0.02 | −0.12 | 0.12 | −0.09 |
| 14. Nationality Rest World | 0.21 | 0.41 | 0.12 | −0.01 | 0.09 | 0.09 | 0.14 | 0.15 | 0.14 | 0.34 | −0.29 | 0.21 |

**Note.** SD, standard deviation.

$^a$In thousands of Euros.

$^b$The table does not include the correlations between the nationality dummies because respondents only had one nationality.
Table 4. Regression Results of Study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>Opportunity for career advancement (OLS)</th>
<th>Application decision (logistic regression)</th>
<th>Minimum demanded salary (OLS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Model 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.53*</td>
<td>3.06**</td>
<td>2.86**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.98)</td>
<td>(0.97)</td>
<td>(0.98)</td>
<td>(6.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social vision communication (SVC)</td>
<td>-0.31*</td>
<td>-0.47**</td>
<td>-0.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruptive vision communication</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVC × Disruptive vision</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.24)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity for career vision</td>
<td>2.02**</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.90†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.74)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value fit</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>0.29**</td>
<td>0.29**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill-fit</td>
<td>0.15†</td>
<td>0.17*</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected salary</td>
<td>0.64***</td>
<td>0.64***</td>
<td>0.64***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality Western European</td>
<td>-0.55*</td>
<td>-0.60**</td>
<td>-0.61**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality Europe</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality Rest World</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$/AIC</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$ statistic (df1/df2) and log likelihood (df)</td>
<td>4.31***</td>
<td>4.78***</td>
<td>4.18***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test$^a$ against competing models (df)</td>
<td>6.33*</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>7.64**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses.

$^a$For the OLS regression, the Wald test was used ($F$ test statistic), and the logistic regression applied a likelihood ratio test ($\chi^2$ test statistic).

$^b_{p < 0.10}$; $^c_{p < 0.05}$; $^d_{p < 0.01}$; $^e_{p < 0.001}$. 
to a venture communicating a social vision. In our field experiment, we detected potential recruits in the social vision communication conditions having 80% worse odds of applying to the venture than respondents in the control or disruptive vision conditions ($\beta = -1.61, \text{SE} = 0.62, p < 0.01$). To showcase these odds, we calculated the average marginal effect of social vision communication in Model 5 from Table 4. The calculation shows a 22% decline in the probability of receiving an application for ventures communicating a high social vision ($\hat{\beta} = -0.22, \text{SE} = 0.07, p < 0.01$).

Model 8 features the regression of minimum demanded salary against our control variables. Results indicate jobseekers from non-Dutch, non-Western European countries ($\beta = -0.35, \text{SE} = 0.13, p = 0.01$) and those who perceived value fit ($\beta = -0.15, \text{SE} = 0.06, p = 0.02$) as offering a discount on demanded gross monthly minimum salary. This finding echoes prior research (Cable and Turban 2003, Burbano 2016). We observe that respondents demanded a higher minimum salary for the position when originating from non-Dutch, Western-European nationalities ($\beta = 0.64, \text{SE} = 0.16, p < 0.001$), indicating high skill fit ($\beta = 0.16, \text{SE} = 0.07, p = 0.02$) or expecting the venture’s level of pay$^{10}$ to prove superior ($\beta = 0.64, \text{SE} = 0.10, p < 0.001$).

We turned to Model 9 to test our hypothesis that jobseekers impose a salary premium for a venture communicating a social vision. Results show that respondents in the social vision condition demanded a salary premium of 221 euros on their minimum demanded gross monthly salary ($\beta = 0.22, \text{SE} = 0.09, p = 0.02$). This finding provides further empirical support for Hypothesis 2.

**Mediating Mechanisms.** We proposed the perceived opportunity for career advancement as the mechanism underlying the relationship among social vision communication and our dependent variables. Model 1 treated only control variables. Model 2 shows that a social vision communication negatively associated with a respondent’s perceived opportunity for career advancement ($\beta = -0.31, \text{SE} = 0.12, p = 0.02$). In Models 7 and 11, we observe that a respondent’s perceived opportunity for career advancement relates positively to their decision to apply for the vacancy ($\beta = 2.02, \text{SE} = 0.74, p < 0.01$) and negatively to their minimum salary demands ($\beta = -0.23, \text{SE} = 0.07, p < 0.01$).

To assess the indirect effect of social vision communication on the application decision through perceived opportunity for career advancement, we conducted mediation analysis via the mediation package in R (Tingley et al. 2014). Here we inferred the indirect effect by multiplication of coefficients from Models 3, 7, and 11. Confidence intervals (CIs) and $p$ values were obtained via bootstrapping. $^{11}$ We found perceived opportunity for career advancement to statistically mediate the relationship between social vision communication and the application decision ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{indirect}} = -0.07, 95\% \text{CI} = [-0.17, -0.02], p = 0.02, \hat{\beta}_{\text{total}} = -0.23, 95\% \text{CI} = [-0.40, -0.04], p = 0.02, 10,000 bootstraps$). Furthermore, we see that perceived opportunity for career advancement mediates the relationship between social vision communication and minimum demanded salary ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{indirect}} = 0.07, 95\% \text{CI} = [0.02, 0.18], p = 0.02, \hat{\beta}_{\text{total}} = 0.22, 95\% \text{CI} = [0.06, 0.38], p < 0.01, 10,000 bootstraps$). The online appendix includes sensitivity analyses for our mediation models (Tingley et al. 2014).

**Alternative Mechanisms.** Our results suggest jobseekers’ perceived career advancement opportunity explains the negative relationship between social vision communication and application decisions. Although we controlled for value fit in our models, alternative explanations may exist. Specifically, individuals sorting into startup employment may have a lower preference for social contributions in work, explaining our observed negative effect with the assortative matching principle. $^{12}$ If so, then the average jobseeker in our experiment should have perceived less value fit in the social vision conditions, because a preference for social contributions would be low. To ascertain robustness of findings, we regressed our main predictors and control variables against perceived value fit (Model 3 from Table 4) and applied mediation analysis on value fit as mediator between social vision communication and the application decision.

Results show that participants in the social vision communication condition experienced markedly higher value fit ($\beta = 0.51, \text{SE} = 0.19, p < 0.01$). Yet, mediation analysis detected no evidence of value fit mediating social vision communication and the decision to apply ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{indirect}} = 0.04, 95\% \text{CI} = [-0.01, 0.10], p = 0.24, \hat{\beta}_{\text{total}} = -0.12, 95\% \text{CI} = [-0.31, 0.06], p = 0.17, 10,000 bootstraps$). Furthermore, no strong evidence showed value fit mediating the relationship between social vision communication and minimum demanded salary ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{indirect}} = -0.04, 95\% \text{CI} = [-0.14, 0.01], p = 0.14, \hat{\beta}_{\text{total}} = 0.11, 95\% \text{CI} = [-0.08, 0.27], p = 0.23, 10,000 bootstraps$). We also included value fit in the model as an alternative confounding mediator and obtained similar results (see the online appendix for more details).

Finally, we included an interaction term for disruptive versus social vision communication in Model 3 of Table 4. This model provides no evidence of a statistically significant interaction effect between the two vision types on our mediator ($\beta = 0.34, \text{SE} = 0.24, p = 0.16$). Moreover, moderated mediation analysis indicated a significant mediation effect of perceived career advancement opportunity on the application decision to have been especially strong in the social vision communication condition ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{indirect}} = -0.12, 95\% \text{CI} = [-0.23, -0.03], p = 0.02, 10,000 bootstraps$), but not so in the social $\times$ disruptive vision communication condition ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{indirect}} = -0.03, 95\% \text{CI} = [-0.13, 0.03], p = 0.38, 10,000 bootstraps$). Likewise, mediation
effect of perceived opportunity for career advancement on minimum salary demand was driven by the social vision communication condition ($\beta_{\text{indirect}} = 0.11$, 95% CI = [0.03, 0.26], $p < 0.01$, 10,000 bootstraps) and not by the social × disruptive vision communication condition ($\beta_{\text{indirect}} = 0.03$, 95% CI = [−0.03, 0.13], $p = 0.36$, 10,000 bootstraps).

**Study 2 Discussion**

This field experiment study had three advantages over Study 1. First, it strengthens the generalizability our findings beyond the context of the Angel.co platform. Second, the randomized control nature of the study strengthened the causal claims regarding the impact of social vision communication on application decisions. Third, we could measure in Study 2 the underlying jobseeker perceptions associated with interpreting social vision communication and assess the (alternative) mechanisms.

The results of Study 2 replicate the main findings of Study 1: Strong social vision communication hampers a venture’s ability to convince jobseekers to apply. We also find that talent will impose a salary premium for working at a venture communicating social vision. Finally, our experiment shows that jobseekers might perceive lower career advancement opportunity for joining a startup communicating a social vision. Our mediation analyses suggest this as a potential explanation for the negative effects of social vision communication on application decisions.

**General Discussion**

We investigated how social vision communication affects entrepreneurs’ ability to recruit talent. This is a crucial challenge for entrepreneurs because there is dire need for skilled professionals to help grow their ventures amid resource constraints. We hypothesized and subsequently showed in two studies that social vision communication attracts fewer applications to the startup and higher remuneration demands from the applicants. Results suggest that this is because social vision communication blunts jobseekers’ perceived opportunity for career advancement. Our research poses strong theoretical implications for research on purpose-driven organizations, human resources management, and (social) entrepreneurship.

**Implications for Research on Purpose-Driven Organizations**

Prior research extols socially oriented communications in attracting jobseekers (Greening and Turban 2000, Backhaus et al. 2002, Evans and Davis 2011, Jones et al. 2014, Burbano 2016, Bohlmann et al. 2018). Only recently, however, has research started to unearth the boundary conditions of purpose-driven organizations (Lee and Huang 2018, Gartenberg et al. 2019, Burbano 2021, Ganguli et al. 2021, Durand and Huysentruyt 2022, Gartenberg and Serafeim 2022) and their recruitment efforts specifically (Burbano 2016, Abraham and Burbano 2022). Because prior studies have predominantly studied large existing organizations or freelance gig work, they have overlooked that startup recruitment and employment conditions differ starkly from other contexts. Although freelancers, for example, might accept such one-off assignments for altruistic reasons, working at a startup entails a multiyear commitment shaping one’s entire future career (Roach and Sauermann 2015, Sauermann 2018, Nyström 2021). Our discussion invites future work to weigh vision communication directly under different employment conditions: large established firms, temporary or gig work, and startup employment. Such a comparative integration will provide a better understanding of socially oriented communications in recruitment.

We also observe that offering high remuneration may serve to offset the negative effect of social vision communication. This result echoes the work on mission-oriented grand challenges. For example, Agarwal et al. (2021) recently emphasized that public sector communication of the perceived impact and time urgency of grand challenges fails to motivate private enterprises absent the articulate alignment and augmentation of both financial and mission goals. Future research can unearth how complementing social vision communication with financial assurances beyond remuneration may alleviate jobseeker concerns.

**Implications for Human Resources Research**

We responded to the call for scrutinizing mechanisms that underlie the communication and applicant attraction relationship (Aguinis and Glavas 2012, Breau 2013), as well as reaffirm that research should look beyond value-fit perceptions as the main mechanism explaining job application decisions (Dineen et al. 2002, Jones et al. 2014, Swider et al. 2015, Van Vianen 2018) and more toward the match between jobseeker needs and potential pecuniary and nonpecuniary benefits of the job (Cable and DeRue 2002, Chapman et al. 2005, Ployhart 2006, Breau 2013, Ployhart et al. 2017, Guan et al. 2021). Specifically, we spotlight that potential recruits’ interpretations of the messaging in job vacancies affect their perceived career advancement opportunity, showing that their general interpretation of social vision communication may limit this perception. Our finding supports the notion that messaging content affects jobseeker expectations as to the particular work environment an organization offers (Wanous et al. 1992). In light of HR literature’s over-reliance on ratings of organizational attractiveness (Dineen et al. 2002, Chapman et al. 2005, Breau 2013, Jones et al. 2014, Moser et al. 2017), our behavioral measure of jobseeker application decisions reaffirms that the factors influencing applicant
attraction may not always equate with those impacting the application decision.

Implications for Research on Entrepreneurship
This study has responded to the recent call for more empirical research into social “for-profit” ventures and their talent recruitment (Wry and Haugh 2018, p. 568). A current set of qualitative investigations has suggested that social for-profit ventures face a tense struggle between their social and business missions, and that startups need to actively balance these two rationales when managing stakeholders (Battilana and Dorado 2010, Smith et al. 2013, Wry and York 2017, Smith and Besharov 2019). However, the impacts of communicating social aims on the initial attraction of talent, as well as the underlying processes of the jobseeker’s decision in social ventures, have remained in the dark. Here, we contribute to a deeper sense of the challenges that social for-profit ventures must conquer to attain the needed human resources (Smith et al. 2013, McMullen 2018, Wry and Haugh 2018).

By extension, this suggests that startups using social visions risk being “stuck in the middle” of the labor market between classic for-profit ventures and social nonprofit enterprises. An arguably even stronger mission orientation of nonprofit organizations allows them to draw heavily from the labor pool of applicants gravitating toward social causes, while for-profit organizations have the edge in reaping the conventional labor pool. This would leave fewer candidates for social for-profit enterprises to capture. Whether social for-profit startups indeed draw from a thin labor pool at the start of the recruiting process appears to be a worthwhile direction for future research.

We also responded to the call for more studies on entrepreneurial resource acquisition that analyze outcomes beyond financial capital (Clough et al. 2019). Although there is a burgeoning stream of research on the labor market for startup employment (Barber et al. 1999, Sauermann 2018, Nyström 2021, Sorenson et al. 2021), recognizing that jobseekers at startups have different traits from those in the orbit of large established firms (Barber et al. 1999, Roach and Sauermann 2015), studies that drill down at how exactly entrepreneurs convince talent to join them are rare (for exceptions, see Chung and Parker (2022) and Moser et al. (2017)).

Managerial Implications
Entrepreneurial vision communication is an impression management technique that affects stakeholder understanding of a venture (Garud et al. 2014, van Balen et al. 2019, Wood et al. 2021). Visionary entrepreneurs can communicate how their venture activities translate into market outcomes in the future (e.g., how they effectuate large societal impact). Although visionary content is strongly advised for communicating what a venture aims to attain, entrepreneurs should be keenly attentive to potential up- and downsides of particular forms of communication. Research has shown efforts exploiting specific types of language, such as figurative or assertive speech (Parhankangas and Renko 2017, Clarke et al. 2019), including image-evoking words (Carton et al. 2014), or those conjuring integrative themes focused on conveying images of growth (Baum et al. 1998, Baum and Locke 2004), aspiring leadership (Martens et al. 2007) or disruption (van Balen et al. 2019) can impart quite diverging effects on how stakeholders view and act toward a venture. Our investigation has shown that showcasing social impact may curb entrepreneurial ability to attract a large applicant pool as this conveys limited opportunities for career advancement to startup jobseekers. To mitigate this downside, our results suggest coupling high levels of remuneration while emphasizing career advancement opportunities.

Limitations and Directions for Future Research
We recognize that the communication of social aims can yield a very different effect at later stages of the recruitment process (Swider et al. 2015). For example, at the selection stage, it may be the specific goal of the entrepreneur to select individuals from the applicant pool most motivated by the social vision. The retention stage entails keeping employees in the organization. Since our work is silent on later stages and the integrity of the social vision content—as some organizations may mislead jobseekers about their organizational cultures (Weller et al. 2019)—future research should unearth how the communication of social visions pans out in these subsequent phases of the recruitment-socialization process. Also, because HRM literature currently suggests that an organization’s social aims correlate with lower turnover rates and higher satisfaction (Bode et al. 2015, Ng et al. 2019, Nejati et al. 2021), future research may espouse whether this retention effect of social visions also prevails for startups where it would offset the initial deterrents of the social vision on the entry applicant pool.

Both the self-selection of applicants seeking a job on the AngelList Talent platform and our reliance on a sample of business students in Study 2 pose limitations as to ruling out any sorting and/or selection effects. For example, recent research has shown over-representation of men in the labor pool of startup recruits, repelling women applicants to these ventures (Engel et al. 2022). Also, there is a risk that jobseekers embracing social visions and startups that feature social messaging may tend to tap personal networks to screen and match up (Weller et al. 2019). In other words, particular types of applicants may identify startups with a social vision through routes different than those we investigated empirically. Future research should study the effects of startup visions and applicant characteristics using data.
that allow two-sided matching models (for guidelines and examples, see Honoré and Ganjo (2023), Mindruta (2013), and Mindruta et al. (2016)).

Additionally, we acknowledge that our conclusions from Study 2 may apply chiefly to students seeking business positions (e.g., data scientists, analysts, business developers, managers). Arguably, these positions are essential for early-stage venture growth, and our focus on business students aligns with prior research on hybrid ventures (Smith et al. 2013). Notwithstanding, the underlying sensemaking processes of the various audiences may differ, as well as the exact causal link with the type of communication. Future research should also investigate whether our findings are singular to job seekers for business positions or extend to other types of positions such as the ones controlled for in Study 1.

Conclusion
We presented theory and empirical evidence that entrepreneurial communication of a social vision for ventures may well hamper ability to attract talent because it may limit jobseekers’ perception of career advancement opportunity. We challenge the taken for granted assumption that socially oriented communications unilaterally facilitate recruitment and highlight perceived career advancement opportunities as a key mechanism in job seeker decisions. Our work motivates further investigation of how social for-profit ventures can overcome their communicative challenges, for example, by offering higher remuneration. Finally, our work suggests that entrepreneurs should feature social visions—any vision content for that matter—with great caution, ever aware of the many communicative aspects that may play a role in stakeholder sensemaking.
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Endnotes
1 Recent research shows that startup employees earn less money over time and on average do not compensate for their initially low salaries with stronger earnings trajectories later on (Sorensen et al. 2021). However, it is likely that jobseekers of startups still find the possibility of extreme equity returns attractive to offset the risk.
2 This paper focuses specifically on startups that, in their vision communication, purport to address societal and environmental issues with their business activities. This does not include companies that just take a stand on social problems through, for example, brand activism or donations.
3 As per March 2023, AngelList Talent will branch out into a separate entity from AngelList Venture and continues under the name Wellfound.
4 The sample with only data from Angel.co (i.e., excluding the data from Crunchbase.com) is 1,112 observations. The results for social vision communication remain qualitatively similar (β = −0.11, standard error = 0.03, p < 0.001).
5 See https://osf.io/9nrgs/?view_only=4a3b3460940340b8a5c048e883951930.
6 We additionally ran topic modeling with latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) on the ventures’ statements. We also checked the correlations between our coded measure and a word count of social vision related words and the social and environmental impact categories listed in the Crunchbase database. We include these validity analyses in the online appendix. Importantly, we note here that both the topic modeling approach and the word count method appear to fall short in distilling vision content. For example, social vision should communicate an image of the future, which is often context dependent, instead of just mentioning sustainability-related words. This is why we had opted for the more complex and accurate approach of manually coding the ventures’ communication.
7 Study 2 measures the remuneration demands from potential job applicants. Remuneration offered in Study 1 is obtained from the venture. It would be ideal if we could have aligned the test of Hypothesis 2 between Studies 1 and 2. Nevertheless, we ran a version of Model 4 from Table 2 with Remuneration as the dependent variable. Results provide no evidence of a significant effect of social vision communication on the level of remuneration offered (β = −0.04, standard error = 0.04, p = 0.36).
8 There were no significant differences between our full sampling frame (the discarded participants plus nonrespondents) and those in the final sample in terms of age (t = 0.39, df = 145.92, p = 0.70) and gender (χ² = 0.12, df = 1, p = 0.73). However, we did find a significant difference in terms of Nationality (χ² = 17.4.0, df = 3, p < 0.001). Notably, the proportion of Dutch students is significantly lower in the final sample (difference = −14%; χ² = 6.75, df = 1, p < 0.01), whereas the rate of participants from outside of Europe was larger (difference = 12%; χ² = 12.63, df = 3, p < 0.001) than in the full sampling frame. This difference is not surprising, because students outside of Europe must find a job if they wish to stay in the country after their studies. At the same time, Dutch students would have an easier time finding jobs due to knowing the local language and face less immediate pressure to start a job after graduation as the government allows them to postpone student debt repayments. We conducted a Heckman correction for Models 2, 5, and 9 (from Table 4) to account for possible sample selection bias. We used Age, Gender, and Nationality as exclusion restrictions. Results for the effects of social vision communication on opportunity for career advancement (β = −0.23, standard error = 0.12, p = 0.06), the application decision (β = −0.32, standard error = 0.09, p < 0.001), and minimum salary demanded (β = 0.18, standard error = 0.10, p = 0.06) remained qualitatively similar.
9 For our final sample, we checked the randomization of participants between experimental conditions. We find that participants were correctly randomized between conditions. The largest difference was in the rate of European versus non-European nationalities (χ² = 4.98, df = 3, p = 0.17).
10 There was no evidence that our manipulations affected respondent perception of salary level that the venture offered for the job.
11 We used nonparametric bootstrapping with bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) confidence intervals (DiCiccio and Efron 1996).
12 Assortative matching refers to the principle where, on a labor market with friction, people valuing work on social and/or environmental
issues ultimately match best with startups communicating a social vision. This assumes that the baseline interest in social and/or environmental issues might be lower in the labor pool of people attracted to startup employment. In that case, it is less likely that the negative effect is observed because jobseekers interpret social vision communication as limiting to career advancement opportunity, but because they simply value working on social and/or environmental issues less on average.
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